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Based in Brooklyn, New York, Studio Bitonti is leading the 

charge towards the development of a new generation of 

products.  We recently discussed the work of the studio and 

how it takes advantage of the flexibility of Paperspace with its 

eponymous founder -- Francis Bitonti. 

The work the studio is built on actually started in graduate school through academic research. 

When I began looking at advanced computational design techniques through the lens of 

simulation. Fast forward to today and the studio has focused its efforts on the development of 

innovative methodologies that bring digital simulation and additive manufacturing together 

in order to create stunning product designs and experiences for various clients, from Adobe 

Systems to the burlesque icon Dita von Teese. 

with Paperspace, I can now have a complex al-
gorithm working through designs and be able to 
view them from anywhere. 

- Francis Bitonti, Founder, Studio Bitonti



UNYQ brace at the Sillicon Valley Fashion Show 

Francis Bitonti

Using Paperspace for mobility

Any recent projects?

When I came across Paperspace, I was curious to see how this could work for us. While I 

already had powerful desktops for our studio, the ability to add on computing power as we 

need it gave us great flexibility in a number of ways. We see Paperspace as a second desktop. 

We no longer have to consider the cost of buying an extra $2000+ machine when we’re taking 

on a project. Upfront costs are now much lower. As a studio, with employees traveling all 

the time and working in different cities, Paperspace is also an effective solution to mitigate 

overhead expenses. If we bring on more team members, we can provide powerful machines 

on our private network at a fraction of the cost. 

The nature of the work that I do has me traveling quite a bit. I’m often giving presentations to 

clients in contexts where it’s not easy to have the resources I need to demonstrate our design 

work.  You just can’t take a big desktop everywhere you go. But now, with Paperspace, I can 

now have a complex algorithm working through designs and be able to view them from 

anywhere.

We also build custom software for an increasing number of our projects. These tools help 

designers produce an endless amount of variations on a given product. Oftentimes, that 

software is installed on location and it becomes necessary to be able to create testing 

environments that are as close to our client’s configurations as possible. With Paperspace, we 

can QA our software and be much more confident that installation will be easy on site.

We recently worked with the company UNYQ, which delivers personalized non-invasive 

orthopedic devices. The intention of the project was to develop a better treatment for 

scoliosis. Current treatments involve cumbersome braces that are very uncomfortable and 

awkward to wear on a daily basis. We wanted to give the patient more mobility and comfort 

during the treatments. The result of our process was a form-fitting brace that was as beautiful 

as it is useful. 


